Dynamic Office Environments

Slimline Glass Walls

Sleek. Seamless. Sophisticated.
Environamics Slimline Glass Walls are a simple yet
sophisticated solution for enhancing interior environments.
With current trends turning away from closed offices and
cubicles, Slimline Glass Walls offer designers and architects
virtually limitless ways to redefine interior space while
maximizing floor space and minimizing costs.

Open and Collaborative
Slimline Glass Walls offer a transparent way to create sound
attenuated office spaces and meeting rooms while retaining
natural light and visual connectivity. A slim, minimal frame profile
combined with high-strength ½” thick tempered glass produce a
gorgeous floor-to-ceiling wall system that result in an open and
collaborative space with extended sight lines.

Simply Beautiful
Elevate your environment with refined details like dry glass joints and
glass T-Connects for a virtually seamless fit. A choice of pivot or sliding
glass doors gives you the versatility to meet any space or aesthetic
need for a clean and uncomplicated look from top to bottom.

Details and Features
All our Slimline Glass Walls feature minimal extruded
aluminum framing top and bottom for a look that’s elegant,
sleek and clean. Locally sourced ½” thick tempered glass
offers added strength and exceptional sound attenuation.
A choice of pivoting or sliding glass doors are offered with
door handles and pulls in a variety of styles and lengths to
suit your design needs. Opague film can be applied to glass
panels for pattern and color accents and added privacy.
Detail of Slimline 90° “no-frame” corner with buttglazed glass walls panels – bottom view.

For more information on Slimline Glass Walls, please visit

environamics-inc.com or call 704.376.3613.

Offices featuring 90º no-frame corners and T-glass joints. Full height pivoting doors with 60” locking pulls.

Detail of Slimline three-way T-glass joint with full-length
glass pivot door (upper left) – bottom view.

Detail of stainless steel door pull at door opening jamb.

Office featuring black anodized framing (optional) with full height sliding glass doors and 48” straight door pulls.

Our Company
Environamics Incorporated is an interior specialty contracting company that also fabricates and installs floor
to ceiling movable partition systems. Environamics was founded in 1980 and is owned and managed by
individuals thoroughly involved in day-to-day operations. Charlotte, North Carolina is the location of our
company headquarters. Other locations include Dallas, Raleigh, Northern Virginia/DC, Connecticut and Seattle.
In addition, our market managers are available to service clients throughout the country and internationally.

Our Commitment to Sustainability
Environamics, Inc. is committed to doing our part in maintaining and improving the quality of the natural
environment for all future generations to share and enjoy through the implementation of sustainable design
and manufacturing practices. Our newest product line, Slimline Glass Walls, was developed to provide a
solution for a renewed desire to maximize interior lighting from natural daylight sources, and to extend the line
of sight of those occupying the interior spaces. Slimline is our answer to the desire to “build green.”
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